
From: John Yoo jyoo@ aw.berke ey.edu
Subject: Re: V s t to UB

Date: December 7, 2014 at 6:17 PM
To: Gregory Do n gdo n@uba t.edu

Greg: ok. Let's get back in touch at the end of the semester and figure out a good date.
Happy Holidays! John

John Yoo
Emanuel S. Heller Professor of Law
University of California, Berkeley
510.643.5089 (v) | 510.642.2672 (f)
yoo@law.berkeley.edu 

On Dec 7, 2014, at 4:00 PM, Gregory Dolin <gdolin@ubalt.edu> wrote:

Absolutely. We would love to host you whenever it is convenient for you.  Just let me
know what's good and I will block out that date. Perhaps something around 9/11?

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone

-------- Original message --------
From: John Yoo <jyoo@law.berkeley.edu>
Date:12/07/2014 6:55 PM (GMT-05:00)
To: Gregory Dolin <gdolin@ubalt.edu>
Subject: Re: Visit to UB

Greg: it is good of you to remember. Do you think that I could schedule this for the
fall?  My spring is a little tight already and I will be on leave in the fall.

Best wishes,

John

John Yoo
Emanuel S. Heller Professor of Law
University of California, Berkeley
510.643.5089 (v) | 510.642.2672 (f)
yoo@law.berkeley.edu 



On Dec 7, 2014, at 9:54 AM, Gregory Dolin <gdolin@ubalt.edu> wrote:

Hi John:

It was great to see you at the Federalist Society National Lawyers Convention.  We
talked about you coming to visit for a talk and/or debate at UB and my students are
excited about this possibility.  Please let me know if you are still willing to do that,
and if so which dates and times would work for you.  (We can try to schedule it
around baseball season so that you can enjoy a game at Camden Yards).

Looking forward to hearing from you,

Greg









From: John Yoo jyoo@ aw.berke ey.edu
Subject: Re: Your name ment oned th s AM

Date: December 12, 2014 at 9:26 AM
To:

Thanks!  But who is watching Russian TV!

John Yoo
Emanuel S. Heller Professor of Law
University of California, Berkeley
510.643.5089 (v) | 510.642.2672 (f)
yoo@law.berkeley.edu 

On Dec 12, 2014, at 9:21 AM,  < > wrote:

Hi John
This AM:RT (russianTV) on Peter Lavelle’s “CrossTalk” Program – CIA Torture
Amy Goodman, Democracy Now, went on a tirade (she actually called herself a “journalist”
and not far left propagandist for the DEMS) called on Global TV
That the following people should be tried and sent to jail; namely, Bush, Cheney, Rumsfield,
Rodriques, another name which I missed, and then John Yoo.
Just a FYI
 
Launching a digital website, www.GMCstream.com which highlights military and space
communications for the warfighter. Currently, launched
www.globalmilitarycommunications.com
But it is too difficult dealing with the Brits who have the server in the UK.
 
Was at the Conservative Forum of Silicon Valley on the 9th for book signing of “Angels in the
Silicon” and showed your poster to my fiancé.

<image001.jpg>
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From: John Yoo jyoo@ aw.berke ey.edu
Subject: Re: CHDS Execut ve Leaders Program - Student Eva uat on Feedback & Another Inv tat on

Date: December 10, 2014 at 5:09 PM
To: W son, Dawn Contractor ndw son@nps.edu

Dawn: that all sounds good, and of course I would love to come back. I defer to you on the order of the subjects.
 I will await further word.  John

John Yoo
Emanuel S. Heller Professor of Law
University of California, Berkeley
510.643.5089 (v) | 510.642.2672 (f)
yoo@law.berkeley.edu |

On Dec 10, 2014, at 4:12 PM, Wilson, Dawn Contractor <ndwilson@nps.edu> wrote:

John:  I know that this has been a busy week for you, but I wanted to follow up re: a topic for your Feb.
13th session for us in Monterey.

We would like to have you again focus your first session with this new class on the federalism and
separation of powers issues (as you did last Feb.).   Let me know if you have a preferred title for that
session.

Then, if you're game, we would like to have you back at a later session (May or August) to do another "sit-
down conversation" with the class on your DOJ experiences.

I'll ask staff to follow up this week for a formal confirmation and more details on the Feb. session.

Thanks again for doing these for us -- Dawn

 

___________________________________

N. Dawn Wilson

Director

Office of Special Projects

Center for Homeland Defense and Security

ndwilson@nps.edu

515-556-4770

 

From: John Yoo [jyoo@law.berkeley.edu]
Sent: Monday, November 24, 2014 6:34 PM
To: Wilson, Dawn Contractor



   
Subject: Re: CHDS Executive Leaders Program - Student Evaluation Feedback &
Another Invitation

Dawn:

Good. It’s marked on my calendar.  Of course, I’m also happy to present the 9-11 issues too, as
we just did.  Any of these topics are fine with me.

Best wishes,

John

John Yoo 
Emanuel S. Heller Professor of Law
School of Law | University of California at Berkeley | Berkeley, CA 94720
Tel:  510.643.5089 | Fax: 510.643.2672
yoo@law.berkeley.edu   

On Nov 24, 2014, at 4:00 PM, Wilson, Dawn Contractor <ndwilson@nps.edu> wrote:

John:  Let's definitely plan on Friday, Feb. 13, 9a-noon.  

I'll have staff follow up with a formal confirmation note soon.  Certainly, feel free to come
down the evening before so you don't have to fight the morning traffic. 

You were right re: topics you covered last time.  It was federalism and separation of powers
issues.  Let's plan on that again. 

I'll check back with you early next year. 

Have a great Thanksgiving -- Dawn

___________________________________

N. Dawn Wilson

Director, Office of Special Projects

Center for Homeland Defense and Security

ndwilson@nps.edu

515-556-4770

On Nov 24, 2014, at 10:50 AM, "John Yoo" <jyoo@law.berkeley.edu> wrote:



Dear Dawn:

Thank you for sharing the comments.  I could not be happier that your class reacted well to
our talk-show format!

I will be in town that week.  Would Feb 13, Friday be possible?  I could make it at any time
that day.

For the topic, I think that I discussed federalism and separation of powers issues, rather than
privacy, last time.  But I could always talk about surveillance and privacy.  Let me attach an
essay of mine on that topic.

http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract id=2369192

John

John Yoo 
Emanuel S. Heller Professor of Law
School of Law | University of California at Berkeley | Berkeley, CA 94720
Tel:  510.643.5089 | Fax: 510.643.2672
yoo@law.berkeley.edu   

On Nov 24, 2014, at 10:09 AM, Wilson, Dawn Contractor <ndwilson@nps.edu> wrote:

Professor Yoo:

Thanks again for speaking to our Executive Leaders Program (ELP) in Monterey
earlier this month.

 
As you'll remember, our program evaluator collects feedback from the students at
the end of each class.  I wanted to forward you the results from your session.  It is
obvious that the group truly enjoyed the opportunity to learn from your insights
and experiences.

We would love to have you join us again next year with a new group of students.

Would you be interested and available to join us sometime the week of Feb. 10-
13, 2015 (Tues-Fri) to again deliver the lecture you did for us in May (Homeland
Security Privacy Challenges)?

If so, let me know and we can find a time that works on your calendar.

Best, Dawn 



___________________________________

N. Dawn Wilson

Director

Office of Special Projects

Center for Homeland Defense and Security

ndwilson@nps.edu

515-556-4770
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From: John Yoo jyoo@ aw.berke ey.edu
Subject: Re: C-SPAN request: Newsmakers nterv ew Thurs or Fr day (or Sunday)

Date: December 10, 2014 at 5:53 PM
To: Burd ck, Les e LBURDICK@c-span.org
Cc: RICHARDS James j m.r chards@berke ey.edu

It does. 
Let me copy here Jim Richards, who runs the studio. 
John Yoo
Emanuel S. Heller Professor of Law
University of California, Berkeley
510.643.5089 (v) | 510.642.2672 (f)
yoo@law.berkeley.edu 

On Dec 10, 2014, at 5:09 PM, Burdick, Leslie <LBURDICK@c-span.org> wrote:

Thanks for responding, Professor Yoo.
 
I’m pretty sure 10a.m. Pacific on Friday would be fine.
 
C-SPAN will need to learn if the Berkeley Journalism School’s studio has uplink capability –it seems highly likely that it
has this capability.
 
C-SPAN will be in touch Thursday as soon as we learn if the Berkeley studio is available.
Stay tuned!
 
Thanks & best,
Leslie Burdick
C-SPAN
202 626-4893
lburdick@c-span.org

From: John Yoo [mailto:jyoo@law.berkeley.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 10, 2014 8:03 PM
To: Burdick, Leslie
Subject: Re: C-SPAN request: Newsmakers interview Thurs or Friday (or Sunday)

Friday is good. Would Friday morning pacific 4me be possible at the studio at the Berkeley Journalism School? Say 10 am?

John Yoo
Emanuel S. Heller Professor of Law
University of California, Berkeley
510.643.5089 (v) | 510.642.2672 (f)
yoo@law.berkeley.edu

On Dec 10, 2014, at 4:40 PM, Burdick, Leslie <LBURDICK@c`span.org> wrote:

Hello, Professor Yoo,
 
C-SPAN would like to see if you’re available for a Newsmakers interview this week -- and we’d like to
see if you can do one tomorrow (Thursday) or Friday. We can arrange for a studio in San Francisco or
maybe at Berkeley.
 
Topics would include the Senate Intelligence Committee’s report on the CIA and “torture,” the
Attorney General’s role in intelligence and in civil rights actions (any role in police killings of people
in Ferguson, MO, & New York) and other related topics.  
 
Newsmakers is C-SPAN’s key policy/politics interview of the weekend – it’s a 25-minute interview.
You’d talk with a C-SPAN host and two reporters who follow these issues. The interview would tape
and then air on Sunday.  
Friday is the preferable day if possible, given the spending debates. But Thursday’s good, too  And
Sunday morning is also an option, too.
Can you do a Newsmakers interview:
THURSDAY, Dec. 11: any 25 minutes between 12 noon & 4pm ET.
FRID Y  D  12   25 i t  t  1 3  & ET



FRIDAY, Dec. 12 – any 25 minutes between 10:30a.m. & 4pmET.
 
Also, Sunday LIVE at 10a.m.ET is an option.
 
LOCATION: uplink studio in San Francisco or at Berkeley if the campus has a studio that can uplink.   
 
We’d appreciate the opportunity! Glad to answer questions.  
Thanks,
Leslie Burdick
C-SPAN Producer
202 626-4893
lburdick@c-span.org
 

 

 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail may contain information that is privileged, confidential or otherwise protected from
disclosure. If you are not the intended recipient of this e-mail, please notify the sender immediately by return e-mail, purge it and
do not disseminate or copy it.

    

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail may contain information that is privileged, confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure. If you are not the intended
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From: John Yoo jyoo@ aw.berke ey.edu
Subject: Re: Obama’s mm grat on act on s w thout precedent from The Wash ngton Post

Date: December 3, 2014 at 9:37 PM
To: De ahunty, Robert J. RJDELAHUNTY@stthomas.edu

But they didn't cite the leading law review article on the subject!

John Yoo
Emanuel S. Heller Professor of Law
University of California, Berkeley
510.643.5089 (v) | 510.642.2672 (f)
yoo@law.berkeley.edu 

On Dec 3, 2014, at 8:58 PM, Delahunty, Robert J. <RJDELAHUNTY@stthomas.edu> wrote:

John, check this out.  From the editorial board of the Wa Post!

Begin forwarded message:

From: "Delahunty, Robert J." <RJDELAHUNTY@stthomas.edu>
Date: December 3, 2014 10:53:31 PM CST
To: "Delahunty, Robert J." <RJDELAHUNTY@stthomas.edu>
Subject: Obama’s immigration action is without precedent from The Washington Post

http://wapo.st/1vOzmtC

Sent from my iPad



From: John Yoo jyoo@ aw.berke ey.edu
Subject: Re: TW&E rad o ntvu. request

Date: December 8, 2014 at 9:04 AM
To: Pa ge Tenkhoff Pa ge.Tenkhoff@AEI.org
Cc: Lauren Duffy Lauren.Duffy@AEI.org

I'll pass.

John Yoo
Emanuel S. Heller Professor of Law
University of California, Berkeley
510.643.5089 (v) | 510.642.2672 (f)
yoo@law.berkeley.edu 

On Dec 8, 2014, at 5:46 AM, Paige Tenkhoff <Paige.Tenkhoff@AEI.org> wrote:

Hi Mr. Yoo,

Hope all is well with you. We have an interview request (below) for someone to speak about the
states suing Obama over his execuBve immigraBon order. Would you be interested? If today doesn’t
work for your schedule, they’d be willing to do tomorrow as well.

Let me know! Thanks for reading.

Best,

Paige Tenkhoff
Media RelaBons Associate
American Enterprise InsBtute
Paige.Tenkhoff@aei.org
202.862.5904 office

cell

From: Christina Darnell [mailto:cddarnell@gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, December 08, 2014 8:35 AM
To: Paige Tenkhoff
Subject: TW&E radio intvu. request
 
Hey Paige - I'm with The World and Everything in It from WORLD Radio, and Kent Covington
recommended that I get in touch with you. We would like to talk with one of your experts about
the states suing the Obama administration over his executive immigration order. Can you
recommend someone for that? 
 
The interview would be pre-recorded, and can be done via landline phone. We'd like to do it
today, if someone is available. Tomorrow would work also.
 
T !



Thanks!
 
Christina
 
Christina Darnell
Field Producer | WORLD Radio
www.wng.org
cell: 



From: John Yoo jyoo@ aw.berke ey.edu
Subject: Re: Cance ed - noon today - CNN Interv ew Request: John Yoo - Weds 12/10 9:00am (Pac)

Date: December 10, 2014 at 7:47 AM
To: Franco s, Tonju Tonju.Franco s@turner.com

I just did.  Ok, cancelled.

John Yoo
Emanuel S. Heller Professor of Law
University of California, Berkeley
510.643.5089 (v) | 510.642.2672 (f)
yoo@law.berkeley.edu 

On Dec 10, 2014, at 7:06 AM, Francois, Tonju <Tonju.Francois@turner.com> wrote:

Hello John…did you receive my message and text pls???

From: Francois, Tonju
Sent:Wednesday, December 10, 2014 6:50 AM
To: 'John Yoo'
Subject: Cancled L noon today L CNN Interview Request: John Yoo L Weds 12/10 9:00am (Pac)
 
Good morning John….I’m so sorry…..we have to cancel the 9:00am interview today. You booked an
interview with Erin Burne] before us, so they have to go first. It’s our policy >: . Would you be
available tomorrow at 9:00am?? I’ll call you shortly. Let me know when you wake up.

Thanks so much,

Tonju

From: John Yoo [mailto:jyoo@law.berkeley.edu]
Sent: Tuesday, December 09, 2014 5:42 PM
To: Francois, Tonju
Subject: Re: CNN Interview Request: John Yoo L Weds 12/10 9:00am (Pac)
 
Also, my cell is .  I’ll be at the J-School tomorrow at 9 am my time.  Right?
 
John Yoo 
Emanuel S. Heller Professor of Law
School of Law | University of California at Berkeley | Berkeley, CA 94720
Tel:  510.643.5089 | Fax: 510.643.2672
yoo@law.berkeley.edu   
 

On Dec 9, 2014, at 11:16 AM, Francois, Tonju <Tonju.Francois@turner.com>
wrote:
 
We can do you alone in the segment…no problem. The anchor is Ashleigh Banfield.
She’s in NY. Can we confirm? Do you have another contact number pls?? I just have
your office number.



From: John Yoo [mailto:jyoo@law.berkeley.edu]
Sent: Tuesday, December 09, 2014 1:58 PM
To: Francois, Tonju
Subject: Re: CNN Interview Request: John Yoo L Weds 12/10 9:00am (Pac)
 
If it is with someone else, I would rather not.
 
John Yoo 
Emanuel S. Heller Professor of Law
University of California at Berkeley
Tel:  510.643.5089 | Fax: 510.643.2672
yoo@law.berkeley.edu 
 

On Dec 9, 2014, at 10:46 AM, Francois, Tonju
<Tonju.Francois@turner.com> wrote:
 
Hello Prof. Yoo…can you confirm for tomorrow??
Yes, I can arrange Berkeley studio. We may have you on with someone
else. No one is booked yet. It could be someone from the ACLU. Sill
working on tomorrow’s show. I will let you know if any other interviews
come through.

From: John Yoo [mailto:jyoo@law.berkeley.edu]
Sent: Tuesday, December 09, 2014 1:41 PM
To: Francois, Tonju
Subject: Re: CNN Interview Request: John Yoo L Weds 12/10 9:00am (Pac)
 
What is the format?  Just one-on-one?  And can you arrange the
Berkeley campus studio?
 
John Yoo 
Emanuel S. Heller Professor of Law
University of California at Berkeley
Tel:  510.643.5089 | Fax: 510.643.2672
yoo@law.berkeley.edu 
 

On Dec 9, 2014, at 9:42 AM, Francois, Tonju
<Tonju.Francois@turner.com> wrote:
 

From: Francois, Tonju
Sent: Tuesday, December 09, 2014 12:40 PM
To: 'jyoo@law.berkeley.edu'
Subject: CNN Interview Request: John Yoo L Weds 12/10



j
9:00am (Pac)

Hello Prof. Yoo,

How are you? Now that the Senate Intelligence Commi]ee
report is out, could you join us tomorrow at 9:00am (Pac.)
with you comments. The anchor is Ashleigh Banfield. We
would use your studio on Berkeley University campus.
I’ve included a link to the report.
h]p://www.intelligence.senate.gov/study2014/sscistudy1
.pdf
Thanks so much,

Tonju Francois

Tonju Francois

Editorial Producer

Legal View with Ashleigh Banfield 

404-827-0941 Office

 Mobile

 

From: John Yoo [mailto:jyoo@law.berkeley.edu]
Sent:Monday, December 08, 2014 8:14 PM
To: Griffin, Janelle
Subject: Re: CNN Interview Request: John Yoo

Dear Ms Griffin:

Thanks for your invitaion. I'm not available at
noon tomorrow, and I don't think the report will
be available then. I don't want to come on the
show without having read it. I would be more
interested in the following day, but I can
understand if that were not of interest by then.
Best wishes,

John Yoo
Emanuel S. Heller Professor of Law
University of California, Berkeley
510.643.5089 (v) | 510.642.2672 (f)
yoo@law berkeley edu



yoo@la .berkeley.edu



From: Jonathan Masters JMasters@cfr.org
Subject: RE: Fo ow Up: CFR Expert Pane

Date: December 5, 2014 at 11:09 AM
To: John Yoo jyoo@ aw.berke ey.edu

Hey John)

As I’m sure you’ve seen, it looks like this report summary may come out next week:

h=p://www.reuters.com/ar@cle/2014/12/03/us)usa)intelligence)torture)idUSKCN0JH28P20141203

And, of course, I’d s@ll love to have you contribute.

Just a reminder of the format:

Each expert should submit 400)500 words remarking on the significance of the report and the legacy of
these programs in the U.S. and abroad, par@cularly in light of current U.S. foreign policy goals and
global counterterrorism efforts.

Here’s an example of a panel we had a couple years ago:

h=p://www.cfr.org/syria/should)us)policy)syria/p29638

How about it?

Many thanks,

Jonathan Masters
Deputy Editor, CFR.org
Council on Foreign Rela@ons
58 East 68th Street
New York, NY 10065
(212) 434)9751
jmasters@cfr.org

From: John Yoo [mailto:jyoo@law.berkeley.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 21, 2014 1:50 PM
To: Jonathan Masters
Subject: Re: Follow Up: CFR Expert Panel

Jonathan: I'm not sure. I am going to be on the road a lot in the next two weeks and I don't want to
promise anything that requires a short turnaround. Be=er to leave me out.

John Yoo
Emanuel S. Heller Professor of Law
University of California, Berkeley
510.643.5089 (v) | 510.642.2672 (f)
yoo@law.berkeley.edu



On Oct 21, 2014, at 4:49 PM, Jonathan Masters <JMasters@cfr.org> wrote:

Hi John)

Could you please confirm that you will s@ll be able to submit a response to the
forthcoming release of the Senate’s report on CIA interroga@on?

The report should be out in the coming days, and I’d like to have submissions shortly aker.

Just a reminder of the format:

Each expert should submit 400)500 words remarking on the significance of the report and
the legacy of these programs in the U.S. and abroad, par@cularly in light of current U.S.
foreign policy goals and global counterterrorism efforts.

Here’s an example of a panel we had a couple years ago:

h=p://www.cfr.org/syria/should)us)policy)syria/p29638

Thanks very much,

Jonathan Masters
Deputy Editor, CFR.org
Council on Foreign Rela@ons
58 East 68th Street
New York, NY 10065
(212) 434)9751
jmasters@cfr.org



From: John Yoo jyoo@ aw.berke ey.edu
Subject: Re: Med a Inqu ry- KGOTV

Date: December 8, 2014 at 4:17 PM
To: G aub, Geoff Geoff.G aub@abc.com

Mr Glaube: thanks for the offer, but I will take a pass. Best wishes,

John Yoo
Emanuel S. Heller Professor of Law
University of California, Berkeley
510.643.5089 (v) | 510.642.2672 (f)
yoo@law.berkeley.edu 

On Dec 8, 2014, at 2:50 PM, Glaub, Geoff <Geoff.Glaub@abc.com> wrote:

Mr. Yoo'
We will definitely be doing a piece tomorrow on the release of the Senate “torture report.” Would
you be available for brief comment tomorrow? We would come to you and can keep it as short as
necessary to accommodate your schedule.
I appreciate your consideraCon.
Geoff

Geoffrey Glaub
Planning Editor
ABC7 News / KGO'TV
415'954'8155
geoff.glaub@abc.com



From: John Yoo jyoo@ aw.berke ey.edu
Subject: Re: CNN Interv ew Request: John Yoo

Date: December 8, 2014 at 5:13 PM
To: Gr ffin, Jane e Jane e.Gr ffin@turner.com

Dear Ms Griffin:

Thanks for your invitation. I'm not available at noon tomorrow, and I don't think the report will be available
then. I don't want to come on the show without having read it. I would be more interested in the following day,
but I can understand if that were not of interest by then. Best wishes,

John Yoo
Emanuel S. Heller Professor of Law
University of California, Berkeley
510.643.5089 (v) | 510.642.2672 (f)
yoo@law.berkeley.edu 

On Dec 8, 2014, at 4:20 PM, Griffin, Janelle <Janelle.Griffin@turner.com> wrote:

Good evening,
 
I’m a guest producer for CNN reaching out to you on behalf of CNN’s “Legal View”
program.
CNN would like the opportunity to interview John Yoo regarding the release of the
Senate Intelligence Committee’s report on the CIA's interrogation techniques.
Is Mr. Yoo available to join CNN tomorrow, Tuesday December 9th in the noon et
hour/9:00A pt hour? This would be live, on camera, for about 4-5 minutes with
CNN anchor Ashleigh Banfield.
 
Please feel free to contact me via email or at (404) 827-3804 to let me know.
 
Thanks for your time; I hope we’re able to make something work.
 
_____________________________________________________________________________
__
Janelle Grif+in! Editorial Producer, CNN
One CNN Center| Atlanta, GA| 30303| Direct: (404) 827!3804
Email: janelle.grifFin@turner.com
Twitter: @janellegCNN



From: John Yoo jyoo@ aw.berke ey.edu
Subject: Re: Senate CIA report

Date: December 9, 2014 at 12:14 AM
To: Susan G uss sg uss@ aw.berke ey.edu
Cc: John Yoo yoo@ aw.berke ey.edu

I'm going to write for the LA Times and Time.  I'll do a few tv interviews.  But probably not do general media
interviews.  I'll probably post a blog statement after I've read it.

John Yoo
Emanuel S. Heller Professor of Law
University of California, Berkeley
510.643.5089 (v) | 510.642.2672 (f)
yoo@law.berkeley.edu 

On Dec 8, 2014, at 9:42 PM, Susan Gluss <sgluss@law.berkeley.edu> wrote:

Hi John,
Looks like the Senate report on CIA tactics will be released tomorrow (Tues.).  If reporters call, are you
interested in doing any interviews? (I assume not, but checking in.)
Are you writing anything for WSJ?
Thanks,
Susan

HuffPO:
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/12/08/senate-cia-report-release n 6290944.html

WASHINGTON -- The White House confirmed Monday that a summary of the Senate Intelligence
Committee's report on the CIA's post-9/11 torture program would be released Tuesday, despite reports that
some in the Obama administration had pressured the panel to delay the document's controversial release.

"We have heard from the committee that they do intend to release the report tomorrow," White House Press
Secretary Josh Earnest said in a briefing. "The timing of the release is something that has always been up to
the committee. This is a decision that they have made."

Earnest said the administration has been preparing for the report's release for months, noting that there are
"some indications" that its unveiling will put U.S. facilities around the world at greater risk for some kind of
attack. Many have raised concerns about blowback, especially in locations overseas where the CIA used
enhanced interrogation tactics against foreign nationals.

Daily Beast:

http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2014/12/06/cia-won-t-defend-its-one-time-torturers.html?
source=socialflow&via=twitter page&account=thedailybeast&medium=twitter

NYT: 

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/12/09/us/politics/white-house-and-gop-clash-over-torture-report.html?
hp&action=click&pgtype=Homepage&module=first-column-region&region=top-news&WT.nav=top-news

Susan

Susan Gluss



 Communications Deputy Dir./Media Relations Director
(o) 510.642.6936 / (m) 
email: sgluss@law.berkeley.edu 
UC Berkeley School of Law
www.law.berkeley.edu / @BerkeleyLawNews
Looking for a faculty expert? Check out our experts database: http://www.law.berkeley.edu/php-
programs/faculty/expertise/index.php



From: Jonathan Masters JMasters@cfr.org
Subject: RE: CFR Expert Pane

Date: December 9, 2014 at 9:48 AM
To: John Yoo jyoo@ aw.berke ey.edu

Sure. Thursday would be fine.

Just a reminder:

We’d like to have you submit 400>500 words remarking on the significance of the Senate report and the
legacy of these programs at home and abroad, parEcularly in light of current U.S. foreign policy
objecEves and counterterrorism efforts.

Thanks,

Jonathan Masters
Deputy Editor, CFR.org
Council on Foreign RelaEons
58 East 68th Street
New York, NY 10065
(212) 434>9751
jmasters@cfr.org

From: John Yoo [mailto:jyoo@law.berkeley.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 09, 2014 12:45 PM
To: Jonathan Masters
Subject: Re: CFR Expert Panel
 
I could if it were something I could send in on Thursday, but I don’t think I can do it today or
tomorrow.
 
John Yoo 
Emanuel S. Heller Professor of Law
University of California at Berkeley
Tel:  510.643.5089 | Fax: 510.643.2672
yoo@law.berkeley.edu 
 

On Dec 9, 2014, at 8:59 AM, Jonathan Masters <JMasters@cfr.org> wrote:
 
Hi John>

Are you able to parEcipate?

Thanks,

Jonathan Masters
Deputy Editor, CFR.org
Council on Foreign RelaEons
58 East 68th Street



58 East 68th Street
New York, NY 10065
(212) 434>9751
jmasters@cfr.org



From: Michael Hirsh mh rsh@po t co.com
Subject: RE: a p ece for Po t co Magaz ne

Date: December 9, 2014 at 10:17 AM
To: John Yoo jyoo@ aw.berke ey.edu

Ok thanks

From: John Yoo [mailto:jyoo@law.berkeley.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 09, 2014 1:15 PM
To: Michael Hirsh
Subject: Re: a piece for Politico Magazine
 
I think it would have to be tomorrow, due to a few commitments today.
 
John Yoo 
Emanuel S. Heller Professor of Law
University of California at Berkeley
Tel:  510.643.5089 | Fax: 510.643.2672
yoo@law.berkeley.edu 
 

On Dec 9, 2014, at 9:46 AM, Michael Hirsh <mhirsh@politico.com> wrote:
 
As soon as you could do it. Today or tomorrow at the latest?

From: John Yoo [mailto:jyoo@law.berkeley.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 09, 2014 12:46 PM
To: Michael Hirsh
Subject: Re: a piece for Politico Magazine
 
What is your deadline?
 
John Yoo 
Emanuel S. Heller Professor of Law
University of California at Berkeley
Tel:  510.643.5089 | Fax: 510.643.2672
yoo@law.berkeley.edu 
 

On Dec 9, 2014, at 8:32 AM, Michael Hirsh <mhirsh@politico.com>
wrote:
 
Prof. Yoo: Would you care to write something for us on the Senate
commi?ee’s conclusion that the CIA misled the OLC on enhanced
interrogaDon? Thanks, Mike Hirsh

Michael Hirsh
NaDonal Editor, PoliDco Magazine
(202) 368 5014
Twi?er @michaelphirsh



From: Ryan.Sager@t me.com
Subject: RE: Op-ed on torture report  of TIME?

Date: December 9, 2014 at 6:04 PM
To: jyoo@ aw.berke ey.edu

Got it. Here it is:

http://time.com/3626957/yoo-senate-torture-report-feinstein/

From: John Yoo [jyoo@law.berkeley.edu]
Sent: Wednesday, December 10, 2014 1:47 AM
To: Sager, Ryan - Time U.S. <Ryan.Sager@time.com>
Subject: Re: Op-ed on 'torture report' of TIME?

How about:

John Yoo is a law professor at the University of California, Berkeley and a scholar with the
American Enterprise Institute.  From 2001-03, he worked in the Bush Justice Department on
interrogation and other legal issues raised by the 9-11 attacks.

John Yoo 
Emanuel S. Heller Professor of Law
School of Law | University of California at Berkeley | Berkeley, CA 94720
Tel:  510.643.5089 | Fax: 510.643.2672
yoo@law.berkeley.edu   

On Dec 9, 2014, at 5:45 PM, <Ryan.Sager@time.com> <Ryan.Sager@time.com> wrote:

Got it - going over now. Could you please send on the bio line you would like to appear. 

thanks

From: John Yoo [jyoo@law.berkeley.edu]
Sent: Wednesday, December 10, 2014 1:21 AM
To: Sager, Ryan - Time U.S. <Ryan.Sager@time.com>
Subject: Re: Op-ed on 'torture report' of TIME?

Ryan:

Does this work?

Please be alert for any emails that may ask you for login information or
directs you to login via a link. If you believe this message is a phish or
aren't sure whether this message is trustworthy, please send the original
message as an attachment to 'phishing@timeinc com'  



message as an attachment to phishing@timeinc.com . 

John Yoo 
Emanuel S. Heller Professor of Law
School of Law | University of California at Berkeley | Berkeley, CA 94720
Tel:  510.643.5089 | Fax: 510.643.2672
yoo@law.berkeley.edu   

On Dec 9, 2014, at 4:27 PM, Ryan.Sager@time.com wrote:

Yes % would go up late evening or early morning. Thx
 
From: John Yoo [mailto:jyoo@law.berkeley.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 09, 2014 07:21 PM
To: Sager, Ryan - Time U.S. <Ryan.Sager@time.com> 
Subject: Re: Op-ed on 'torture report' of TIME? 
 
Ryan: thanks for checking in. I am going to send to you in about an hour. Is that OK?  Would it
go up tonight/tomorrow am?

John Yoo
Emanuel S. Heller Professor of Law
University of California, Berkeley
510.643.5089 (v) | 510.642.2672 (f)
yoo@law.berkeley.edu 

On Dec 9, 2014, at 4:10 PM, <Ryan.Sager@time.com> <Ryan.Sager@time.com> wrote:

This possible for morning?

 
From: Sager, Ryan - Time U.S. <Ryan.Sager@time.com> 
Sent: Monday, December 08, 2014 04:41 PM
To: John Yoo <jyoo@law.berkeley.edu> 
Subject: Re: Op-ed on 'torture report' of TIME? 
 
Really, when you're able. By 3 would be good. But I think interest will continue well into
Wednesday and the rest of the week.

thanks

From: John Yoo <jyoo@law.berkeley.edu>
Date:Monday, December 8, 2014 4:36 PM
To: Ryan Sager <Ryan.Sager@Qme.com>
Subject: Re: Op%ed on 'torture report' of TIME?

I cannot promise noon  just because I don't know when the report comes out  and it will take



I cannot promise noon, just because I don t know when the report comes out, and it will take
me a little time to read through it.  How late can I get it to you?

John Yoo 
Emanuel S. Heller Professor of Law
School of Law | University of California at Berkeley | Berkeley, CA 94720
Tel:  510.643.5089 | Fax: 510.643.2672
yoo@law.berkeley.edu   

On Dec 8, 2014, at 1:35 PM, <Ryan.Sager@time.com> <Ryan.Sager@time.com> wrote:

Any Qme tomorrow could work. Earlier always beWer, if possible before noon.

From: John Yoo <jyoo@law.berkeley.edu>
Date:Monday, December 8, 2014 4:22 PM
To: Ryan Sager <Ryan.Sager@Qme.com>
Subject: Re: Op%ed on 'torture report' of TIME?

Ryan: What is your deadline?

John Yoo
Emanuel S. Heller Professor of Law
School of Law | University of California at Berkeley | Berkeley, CA 94720
Tel: 510.643.5089 | Fax: 510.643.2672
yoo@law.berkeley.edu

On Dec 8, 2014, at 12:18 PM, Ryan.Sager@Qme.com wrote:

Mr. Yoo,

With the Senate report on torture set to be released tomorrow, I wondered if you might be interested
in weighing in acer you've seen it with an op%ed. 800 word range.

best,

Ryan Sager
Editorial Director, TIME Ideas
Email: Ryan.Sager@TIME.com
TwiWer: @ryansager
Office: 212%522%2698
Cell:

Mail:
Ryan Sager, 23rd Floor
TIME Magazine
1271 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020



Please be alert for any emails that may ask you for login information or
directs you to login via a link. If you believe this message is a phish or
aren't sure whether this message is trustworthy, please send the original
message as an attachment to 'phishing@timeinc.com'.



From: John Yoo jyoo@ aw.berke ey.edu
Subject: Re: OUR NEWSMAX TV HIT... LINK

Date: December 9, 2014 at 9:09 PM
To: Steve Ma zberg ma zbergta k@gma .com

Thursday would be better.  Is that possible?

John Yoo
Emanuel S. Heller Professor of Law
University of California, Berkeley
510.643.5089 (v) | 510.642.2672 (f)
yoo@law.berkeley.edu 

On Dec 9, 2014, at 7:17 PM, Steve Malzberg <malzbergtalk@gmail.com> wrote:

Hello John,

I hope all is well. I know that Rich Carbery my producer has been in touch about a possible hit with you
tomorrow. If you do decide that you are willing to do interviews on the report, I would be honored to have you
as usual. We can do 3:00, 3:18, 5:18 ET live or pre tape at 1:45 or 2:30 ET. Today I had General Hayden and
made some news. Below, please find the links. Thank you John.

http://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2014/12/09/gen hayden to feinstein telling people what they dont
want to hear is not the same thing as not telling the truth.html

 
http://hotair.com/archives/2014/12/09/hayden-rebuts-torture-report-senates-conclusion-defies-human-
comprehension/
 

Steve Malzberg
Host The Steve Malzberg Show Newsmax TV
917-797-5820

On Sat, May 3, 2014 at 7:58 PM, John Yoo <jyoo@law.berkeley.edu> wrote:
Steve: it was my pleasure. I greatly enjoyed it. We just didn't have enough time!

John Yoo
Emanuel S. Heller Professor of Law
University of California, Berkeley
510.643.5089 (v) | 510.642.2672 (f)
yoo@law.berkeley.edu 

On May 3, 2014, at 6:32 PM, Steve Malzberg <malzbergtalk@gmail.com> wrote:

John,

Sorry this has taken me so long to do. Thanks very much for coming up to the Newsmax studios, I look
forward to speaking with you again in the very near future.

Steve Malzberg

917-797-5820



http://www.newsmax.com/NewsmaxTv/John-Yoo-Obama-benefits-George-
WBush/2014/04/29/id/568511/
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From: John Yoo jyoo@ aw.berke ey.edu
Subject: Re: CNN Interv ew Request: John Yoo - Weds 12/10 9:00am (Pac)

Date: December 10, 2014 at 7:56 AM
To: James RICHARDS j m.r chards@berke ey.edu

Yes just now!  Argh.  But fox is trying to set something up for noon.

John Yoo
Emanuel S. Heller Professor of Law
University of California, Berkeley
510.643.5089 (v) | 510.642.2672 (f)
yoo@law.berkeley.edu 

On Dec 10, 2014, at 7:45 AM, James RICHARDS <jim.richards@berkeley.edu> wrote:

John,

I still have not heard about this booking from CNN; has it been canceled?

~ Jim

On Tue, Dec 9, 2014 at 4:49 PM, John Yoo <jyoo@law.berkeley.edu> wrote:
Jim:

FYI on tomorrow at 9 am.

Thanks for your help today!

John

John Yoo 
Emanuel S. Heller Professor of Law
School of Law | University of California at Berkeley | Berkeley, CA 94720
Tel:  510.643.5089 | Fax: 510.643.2672
yoo@law.berkeley.edu   

Begin forwarded message:

From: "Francois, Tonju" <Tonju.Francois@turner.com>
To: John Yoo <jyoo@law.berkeley.edu>
Subject: Re: CNN Interview Request: John Yoo - Weds 12/10 9:00am (Pac)
Date: December 9, 2014 at 3:06:33 PM PST

Yes. Thanks so much 

From: John Yoo <jyoo@law.berkeley.edu>

Sent: Tuesday, December 9, 2014 5:42:18 PM

To: Francois, Tonju
Subject: Re: CNN Interview Request: John Yoo O Weds 12/10 9:00am (Pac)

 
Also, my cell is .  I’ll be at the J-School tomorrow at 9 am my time.  Right?

John Yoo 



  
Emanuel S. Heller Professor of Law
School of Law | University of California at Berkeley | Berkeley, CA 94720
Tel:  510.643.5089 | Fax: 510.643.2672
yoo@law.berkeley.edu   

On Dec 9, 2014, at 11:16 AM, Francois, Tonju <Tonju.Francois@turner.com> wrote:

We can do you alone in the segment…no problem. The anchor is Ashleigh Banfield. She’s in NY.

Can we confirm? Do you have another contact number pls?? I just have your office number.

From: John Yoo [mailto:jyoo@law.berkeley.edu]

Sent: Tuesday, December 09, 2014 1:58 PM

To: Francois, Tonju
Subject: Re: CNN Interview Request: John Yoo O Weds 12/10 9:00am (Pac)

 

If it is with someone else, I would rather not.

 

John Yoo 
Emanuel S. Heller Professor of Law

University of California at Berkeley
Tel:  510.643.5089 | Fax: 510.643.2672

yoo@law.berkeley.edu 

 

On Dec 9, 2014, at 10:46 AM, Francois, Tonju <Tonju.Francois@turner.com> wrote:

 

Hello Prof. Yoo…can you confirm for tomorrow??

Yes, I can arrange Berkeley studio. We may have you on with someone else. No

one is booked yet. It could be someone from the ACLU. Sdll working on

tomorrow’s show. I will let you know if any other interviews come through.

From: John Yoo [mailto:jyoo@law.berkeley.edu]

Sent: Tuesday, December 09, 2014 1:41 PM

To: Francois, Tonju
Subject: Re: CNN Interview Request: John Yoo O Weds 12/10 9:00am (Pac)

 



What is the format?  Just one-on-one?  And can you arrange the Berkeley campus studio?

 

John Yoo 
Emanuel S. Heller Professor of Law

University of California at Berkeley
Tel:  510.643.5089 | Fax: 510.643.2672

yoo@law.berkeley.edu 

 

On Dec 9, 2014, at 9:42 AM, Francois, Tonju
<Tonju.Francois@turner.com> wrote:

 

From: Francois, Tonju
Sent: Tuesday, December 09, 2014 12:40 PM

To: 'jyoo@law.berkeley.edu'

Subject: CNN Interview Request: John Yoo O Weds 12/10 9:00am (Pac)

Hello Prof. Yoo,

How are you? Now that the Senate Intelligence Commifee report is

out, could you join us tomorrow at 9:00am (Pac.) with you

comments. The anchor is Ashleigh Banfield. We would use your

studio on Berkeley University campus.

I’ve included a link to the report.

hfp://www.intelligence.senate.gov/study2014/sscistudy1.pdf

Thanks so much,

Tonju Francois

Tonju Francois



 

Editorial Producer

Legal View with Ashleigh Banfield 

404-827-0941 Office

 Mobile

 

From: John Yoo [mailto:jyoo@law.berkeley.edu]

Sent:Monday, December 08, 2014 8:14 PM

To: Griffin, Janelle

Subject: Re: CNN Interview Request: John Yoo

Dear Ms Griffin:

Thanks for your invitadon. I'm not available at noon

tomorrow, and I don't think the report will be available

then. I don't want to come on the show without having

read it. I would be more interested in the following day,

but I can understand if that were not of interest by then.

Best wishes,

John Yoo

Emanuel S. Heller Professor of Law

University of California, Berkeley

510.643.5089 (v) | 510.642.2672 (f)

yoo@law.berkeley.edu

 

-- 
Jim Richards 
Broadcast Studio Manager
Graduate School of Journalism, UC Berkeley
120 North Gate Hall, mc5860
B k l  CA 94720



Berkeley, CA 94720
desk: 510 643 7927
cell: 
twitter.com/jimr berkeley



From: John Yoo jyoo@ aw.berke ey.edu
Subject: Re: NewsmaxTV

Date: December 10, 2014 at 8:15 AM
To: Er c Stra n ebstra n@gma .com

Thanks.  I've already committed to appearing on Malzburg.  Sorry!

John Yoo
Emanuel S. Heller Professor of Law
University of California, Berkeley
510.643.5089 (v) | 510.642.2672 (f)
yoo@law.berkeley.edu 

On Dec 10, 2014, at 6:37 AM, Eric Strain <ebstrain@gmail.com> wrote:

John Yoo 

Hello sir my name is Eric Strain, producer with Newsmax.  I would like to have you on NewsmaxTV tomorrow to
discuss the Senate CIA report on torture.  Would you be available tomorrow from Noon-12:18pm ET via Skype?
 The interview will be turned into a headline article on the highly trafficked Newsmax.com and emailed out
to our 14.5 million active subscribers.

 

 

Midpoint with Emmy award-winning host Ed Berliner airs from Noon-3p ET on the Newsmax TV Network,
the latest addition to Newsmax Media. The program airs live on DirecTV 349, DISH 223 and on our
broadcast platform www.NewsmaxTV.com.  

-- 
Eric Strain
Producer - MidPoint with Ed Berliner
Weekdays Noon to 3pm ET on Newsmax TV

Erics@Newsmax.com
Ebstrain@gmail.com

 - Cell
646-393-3826 - Office

70 West 40th Street
New York, NY 10018
www.Newsmax.com



From: John Yoo jyoo@ aw.berke ey.edu
Subject: Re: Med a Inqu ry - EWTN DC

Date: December 10, 2014 at 8:38 PM
To: Chr s Edwards cedwards@ewtn.com
Cc: jyoo@ae .org

Many thanks for your invitation. Unfortunately I am booked. Sorry!

John Yoo
Emanuel S. Heller Professor of Law
University of California, Berkeley
510.643.5089 (v) | 510.642.2672 (f)
yoo@law.berkeley.edu 

On Dec 10, 2014, at 5:20 PM, Chris Edwards <cedwards@ewtn.com> wrote:

Dear Professor Yoo. 

I produce EWTN's The World Over Live with Raymond Arroyo here in Washington,
DC (from NBC Studios at 400 North Capitol Street NW). We plan to do a segment
this week on the Senate report on torture just released and would love your
perspective if you might be available this Thursday, December for about 12 minutes
of TV time at 6:00p ET (3:00p PACIFIC). I might be able to adjust the timing a bit to
suit your schedule.  

EWTN is a global, Catholic TV network that reaches over 250 million homes
worldwide on cable, internet, Sirius, Dish Network, DirecTV, AM/FM and shortwave
(yes, shortwave). 

I am happy to give you more details. I can be reached at . 

Thanks so much. C

Christopher Edwards
EWTN's The World Over Live with Raymond Arroyo

 mobile
www.ewtn.com
www.raymondarroyo.com



From: Christine Samuelian Chr st ne.Samue an@AEI.org
Subject: Amb. Bo ton and Prof. Yoo s art c e on Congress and Obama n nat ona -secur ty matters, from Nat ona  Rev ew

Date: December 22, 2014 at 7:03 AM
To: John Yoo jyoo@ aw.berke ey.edu

Amb. Bolton thought you'd be interested in the
following article entitled "Advice on 'Advice
and Consent'," from National Review
Magazine:
For more of Amb. Bolton's analyses, please follow us on Facebook & Twitter

National Review
December 31, 2014, ISSUE

Advice on 'Advice and Consent'
Congress can resist presidential departures from the Constitution’s treaty requirement

By John R. Bolton & John Yoo

Despite the Democratic party’s losses in November’s elections, President Obama has audaciously begun
ignoring constitutional restraints in order to impose his policy views. This is true not only on domestic issues,
such as immigration and Obamacare, but now in foreign and defense policy too. Checking Obama’s misuse of
his foreign-affairs powers should be a top priority for the new Republican majorities in Congress.

Obama’s worldview demands major departures from traditional American foreign policy and threatens to use
international agreements to transform domestic policy. For example, as part of his crusade against global
warming, Obama signed an amorphous agreement with China last month, ostensibly committing the parties to
limit carbon emissions. The president will surely invoke it as a legal basis for sweeping executive orders on
climate change. Similarly, now that the president has signed the Arms Trade Treaty (which has no chance of
Senate ratification), he may attempt to limit firearms sales through executive action.

Overseas, Obama desperately wants a face-saving deal with Iran that will give him a diplomatic success without
legislative constraints and let him leave office without Iranian development of a nuclear weapon. “We wouldn’t
seek congressional legislation in any comprehensive agreement for years,” one senior administration official
leaked about the Iranian negotiations. Only Iran’s intransigence in pursuit of an even better deal has forced an
extension of negotiations from November 24 to next summer.

These assertions of unilateral executive power raise constitutional conflicts of the first order. Congress must
first ask whether any of Obama’s agreements include obligations sufficiently grave to amount to a treaty under
the Constitution — or, alternatively, whether these potential deals flow from the president’s legitimate
constitutional authority in foreign affairs, and thus need not be embodied in treaties.

If, as some reports indicate, the administration has pledged not to use military force against Iran in exchange for
a halt to its nuclear-weapons program  such a commitment would almost certainly require Senate ratification



a halt to its nuclear weapons program, such a commitment would almost certainly require Senate ratification.
The West cannot rely on Iran’s promises to confine itself to a civilian nuclear program, but if such an agreement
were adopted, Tehran would know that Obama would not resort to military force, and Iran’s nukes would
dramatically reshape the regional balance of power in its favor.

Republicans and Democrats should agree on one thing when it comes to military force: An international
agreement’s renunciation of the use of American force manifestly limits U.S. sovereignty, with enormous
effects on national security. Obama’s move on Iran may well violate Article II of the Constitution, which
declares that the president “shall have Power, by and with the Advice and Consent of the Senate, to make
Treaties,” but only if “two thirds of the Senators present concur.” Article II’s plain meaning and history requires
that any agreement that restricts the nation’s sovereignty must undergo Senate approval by a two-thirds
supermajority.

A history of bipartisan agreement supports this view. “With the exception of the SALT I agreement, every
significant arms control agreement during the past three decades has been transmitted to the Senate pursuant to
the Treaty Clause of the Constitution,” Senators Joe Biden and Jesse Helms declared about the Bush
administration’s 2002 nuclear-arms-reduction deal with Russia. This unlikely duo agreed that President Bush
had to submit the deal as a treaty: “No constitutional alternative exists to transmittal of the concluded agreement
to the Senate for its advice and consent.” Senators of both parties should again join together to stop an assault
on the separation of powers.

As advisers to President Bush at the time, we supported vigorous executive authority to protect our national
security after the 9/11 attacks. We approved measures that included U.S. withdrawal from the 1972 Anti-
Ballistic Missile Treaty with Russia. When Bush proposed the 2002 agreement with Russia, he agreed with
Biden and Helms that it should undergo the Constitution’s treaty process. Even though Bush was urged to resort
to a scheme of mutual reductions without any formal treaty, he wisely placed constitutional text and historical
practice first.

Bush’s logic remains valid today. The Constitution requires that treaties win supermajorities to guarantee that
they are backed by the highest levels of political consensus and that (in the words of Federalist No. 1) we have
“good government from reflection and choice” rather than bad government from “accident and force.” Article
II’s supermajority process checks presidents who are tempted to bargain away national sovereignty for political
advantage or short-term gain.

White House claims that an Iran deal does not amount to a treaty ring false. The administration has argued that
the agreement would involve multiple parties — not just Iran and the United States, but also the Europeans and
others who have sanctioned Iran. The inclusion of many parties, however, has nothing to do with a treaty’s
status: Multilateral agreements, such as the Chemical Weapons Convention and the Nuclear Non-Proliferation
Treaty, have undergone Senate approval. Other reports point out that the Iran agreement may have a sunset date,
but an expiration date has not previously denied an international deal the status of a treaty.

We concede that no “red line” unambiguously divides agreements that require Senate ratification from those
that do not. Presidents have long made “sole-executive agreements” that involve areas within the executive’s
exclusive competence, such as diplomatic negotiations, political support, and the recognition of governments.
Some pacts — most prominently trade agreements, such as the 1993 North American Free Trade Agreement
and the 1996 ministerial declaration of the World Trade Organization — have undergone approval by majority
vote of both houses of Congress. These “congressional–executive” agreements first came into frequent use
during the New Deal years. Along with the sole-executive agreement, they have swamped treaties. Between
1939 and 1989, for example, the U.S. entered into 11,698 executive and congressional–executive agreements,
but only 702 Article II treaties that underwent the supermajority-approval process in the Senate.

Sole-executive agreements can only relay a promise by the current occupant of the Oval Office about the
exercise of his own powers. The Constitution vests the president with authority as commander-in-chief to make
decisions beginning and ending the use of military force. So, for example, an agreement that halted Tehran’s



nuclear-weapons program but imposed no similar obligation on the United States likely would not be a treaty.

There is some precedent for such agreements. The “Brussels agreements” of the mid 1990s, which formalized
the return of nuclear weapons from Ukraine, Kazakhstan, and Belarus to Russia, did not require congressional
consent, although the U.S. was a signatory. The Agreed Framework with North Korea, which sought to halt
Pyongyang’s nuclear-weapons program, also did not undergo Senate review. Even the Proliferation Security
Initiative, which coordinated efforts to stop shipments of technology that could be used in weapons of mass
destruction, did not take the status of a treaty. None of these agreements required the United States to promise
weapons reductions or refrain from the use of force. If the Iranian deal contains no promise against a future
American attack and merely “requires” Iran to renounce weaponization, it could take the form of an executive
agreement.

But agreements that extend beyond a president’s time in office or make long-term commitments of U.S.
sovereignty must undergo the Article II treaty process. An enduring non-aggression pact, or even a unilateral
commitment not to use American force on a lasting basis, demands the participation of other branches of
government. Together with ending economic sanctions (which Iran will demand), these commitments would
work a significant change in the U.S.–Iran relationship that is tantamount to a peace treaty. Peace agreements
should receive Senate approval. Only the cooperation of the executive and legislative branches of government
over time can ensure that the U.S. will live up to restrictions on its sovereignty.

Meanwhile, Obama’s efforts to tie the United States to a feckless global-warming agreement with China test
other parts of the international-agreement rules. The president cannot commit the nation to environmental
standards on his own, because only Congress has the constitutional power to control interstate and international
commerce (under which heading the federal government regulates the environment). International executive
agreements cannot expand the president’s authority, which was delegated by Congress under the Clean Air Act,
to issue regulations on global warming. Such a sweeping change in U.S. domestic law would require Congress
to pass a new statute, as the Clinton administration and Congress did to implement the NAFTA and WTO
agreements. At the very least, the China climate deal should be approved by majorities of both houses of
Congress, if not by two-thirds of the Senate.

Obama would justify executive action under the Arms Trade Treaty in the guise of respecting a treaty’s
objectives while waiting for the Senate to ratify it. Parts of the treaty nonetheless would violate the Second
Amendment and should not survive the ratification process. For Obama to use that excuse in this case to act
without congressional authorization would be even more lawless than his controversial immigration orders.

Whether the Iranian or Chinese deals constitute formal treaties or not, and considering the unratified status of
the Arms Trade Treaty, Congress should use the tools that the Constitution provides to protect its political
influence in foreign affairs. First, Congress can use its exclusive authority over foreign commerce to impose
permanent sanctions on Iran. Congress could scuttle an Iranian agreement simply by making sanctions
mandatory, without any possibility of a presidential waiver. Obama may still desperately seek an agreement, but
Iran won’t sign if the sanctions continue. Similar creative legislative steps (although obviously subject to a
potential presidential veto) could be taken to frustrate the China climate agreement or any executive action on
gun control.

Second, Congress can make clear that any agreement made by Obama alone binds only him. If Obama attempts
to lift the Iran sanctions pursuant merely to a sole-executive agreement, Congress should provide by law that
any sanctions will automatically revive on January 20, 2017. Congress could also make this clear by
appropriating funds for new military forces earmarked for the Persian Gulf region. These would powerfully
signal that while Iran’s behavior may find favor in the Obama White House, it meets with the opposite reaction
from the other end of Pennsylvania Avenue. Whether Iran would agree to a deal in such circumstances is highly
doubtful.

A sole-executive agreement (which is what the Iranian deal would become) represents a promise that a president
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will exercise his powers in a certain way. A unilateral agreement with Iran can promise only that the United
States will not attack and will lift sanctions for as long as Obama remains president. Obama’s successor is free
to rip up the Iranian deal on his or her first day in office. Iran can feel confident of long-term economic relief
only if the president lifts sanctions now and then Congress agrees to repeal them permanently.

Whatever the status of these and other international agreements, there is much to be said for seeking
congressional assent to significant and risky policies. President Obama has yet to understand, as President
George W. Bush did, that winning congressional support in war and peace can strengthen his hand abroad. It is
rare that a policy can achieve so many benefits at once. Submitting the Iranian and Chinese agreements, or gun-
control legislation, to Congress would ensure a broad consensus that the measures advance American national
interests. This would promote bipartisan cooperation, subject crucial foreign policies to legislative review, and
restore the proper constitutional balance over treaties. Congress’s approval ensures that if these deals truly
advance the cause of peace, they will be long-lasting.

– Mr. Bolton is a senior fellow at the American Enterprise Institute and a former U.S. ambassador to the United
Nations. He is the author of Surrender Is Not an Option: Defending America at the United Nations and Abroad.
Mr. Yoo is a law professor at the University of California, Berkeley, and a visiting scholar at the American
Enterprise Institute. He is the author of Point of Attack: Preventive War, International Law, and Global Welfare.
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From: McNaughton, Joan Joan.McNaughton@FOXNEWS.COM
Subject: D rector Brennan s Remarks

Date: December 11, 2014 at 2:12 PM
To: jyoo@ aw.berke ey.edu

Hi John,
 
In case you did not see this today, the transcript is below. Let me know your thoughts when you can. I am
meeting with Gov. Huckabee at 10am ET tomorrow and will let you know the points he would like to focus on
then.
 
Thanks!
  
CIA D re or John O. Brenna  elivering remarks e ting t  he Sena e Sele  Co m ttee onCIA Director John O. Brennan delivering remarks relating to the Senate Select Committee on
I te lig nce (SS I  Intelligence (SSCI) tu y f I 's orm r Det nti n an  nt rrogation Pro r m  A te  hisStudy of CIA's former Detention and Interrogation Program. After his
remarks, th  Dir ctor ta s r ss uestions.remarks, the Director takes press questions.
 
13:45:15 It was 8:46 AM on the morning of September 11 2001 when the North Tower of the World Trade
Center in NYC was struck by an aircraft commandeered by Al Qaeda terrorists. 17 minutes later the clear blue
skies over Manhattan were pierced yet again by another hijacked aircraft, this one tearing into the adjacent
South Tower.
 
13:45:39 At 9:37 the Pentagon, the proud symbol and heart of the nation's military, suffered a similar attack,
and at 10:03 a fourth plane shattered the serene landscape of Shanksville PA as the passengers refused to
allow Al Qaeda to use one more plane as a missile to strike our homeland. In the short span of 77 minutes,
four terrorist attacks would forever change the history of our country.
 
13:46:07 They would rob us of nearly 3,000 lives. They would ultimately cost us trillions of dollars and they
would plunge us into a seemingly never ending war against a globally-dispersed collection of terrorists with a
murderous agenda. As deputy executive director of CIA on that morning of 9.11, I knew what it was like to
belong to an intelligence agency that had been ringing the bell for many months on Al Qaeda's plans to attack.
 
13:46:38 All of us at CIA were devastated that Al Qaeda operatives were able to carry out near-simultaenous
attacks and on American soil. And while I remember walking the halls of CIA that day to ensure that as many
CIA officers as possible had left the building, our headquarters here in Langley VA was allegedly on Al
Qaeda's target list.
 
13:47:02 I also remember that the men and women in our counter terrorism center stayed at their posts
despite the danger. They worked through that day and night and the following days and nights to piece
together the clues as to what plans were underway to carry out yet more attacks.
 
13:47:20 The CIA brothers and sisters dispersed around the globe, many in dangerous environments, did the
same thing. Only 15 days after 9/11 on Sept 26 it was CIA that put the first American boots on the ground in
Afghanistan. In less than 2 months after arriving the US suffered its first casualty in Afghanistan as a 32 year
old CIA officer named Mike Span was killed in action on November 25 in Mazar Sharif.
 
13:47:54 Since Mike's death, 20 other CIA officers have lost their lives around the world at the hands of
terrorists. The events of 9.11 will be forever seared into the memories of all Americans who bore witness to
the single greatest tragedy to befall our homeland in recent history. Not only were our consciensces shocked
and hearts and souls ripped open, so too our collective sense of homeland security was shattered, much like
the steel and concrete, flesh bone and lives during those fateful 77 minutes.
 
13:48:31 In the immediate aftermath of 9/11, our nation ached, it cried, and it prayed. And in our pain it
pledged to come together as one and do what we could to prevent Osama Bin Laden and his killing machine
from ever carrying out another attack against our beautiful country. Never again, we vowed. Never again.
 
13:48:55 But Al Qaeda had other ideas. As well as additional operatives and more plans to strike us again
and again  With a globally distributed network that had stealthily concealed itself in many countries over many



and again. With a globally distributed network that had stealthily concealed itself in many countries over many
continents, Al Qaeda was poised and ready to pursue its violent agenda. Our government and our citizens
recognized the urgency of the task.
 
13:49:20 To find and stop Al Qaeda before it could shed the blood of more innocent men women and children,
be it in America or any other corner of the world, and as has been the case throughout its then 54 year
history, CIA was looked to for answers, not only to questions on the threats we face but also questions about
what we were going to do to stop future attacks.
 
13:49:48 CIA's mission in the wake of the 9/11 attacks would be a  multidimensional one. Stopping Al Qaeda
would require CIA to work closely with its intelligence community, military, homeland security and law
enforcement partners, as well as numerous intelligence and security services around the globe.
 
13:50:08 To be successful, CIA officers knew they would need speed, agility, intelligence, resources  and
most important intelligence. Their mission was to acquire through human and technical operations and then to
analyze with deep expertise whatever bits and pieces of information might fill out the menacing yet
incomplete puzzle of Al Qaeda's terrorist plans.
 
13:50:33 Indeed there were numerous credible and very worrisome reports about a second and third wave of
major attacks against the US, and while we grieved, while we honored our dead, while we tended to our
injured and embarked on the long process of recovery, we feared more blows from an enemy we couldn't see
and an evil we couldn't fathom.
 
13:51:00 This is the backdrop against which the agency was directed by President Bush to detain terrorist
suspects around the world. In many respects the program was uncharted territory for the CIA and we were not
prepared. We had little experience housing detainees and precious few of our officers were trained
interrogators. But the president authorized the effort six days after 9/11 and it was our job to carry it out.
 
13:51:32 Over time, enhanced interrogation techniques (EIT)'s which the Department of Justice determined at
the time to be lawful and which were authorized by the Bush Administration, were introduced as a method of
interrogation. As concerns about Al Qaeda's terrorist plans endured, a variety of these techniques were
deployed by CIA officers on several dozen detainees over the course of 5 years before they ended in
December of 2007.
 
13:52:00 The legal advice under which they were authorized has subsequently been revoked. When the
president came into office of January 2009, he took the position that these techniques were contrary to our
values and he unequivocally banned their use. As he has recently expressed the view that these techniques
did significant damage to America's standing in the world and made it harder to pursue our interests with
allies and partners, something I have experienced firsthand.
 
13:52:32 But as the president stated this week, the previous admin faced agonizing choices about how to
pursue Al Qaeda and prevent additional terrorist attacks against our country. While facing fears of further
attacks and carrying out the responsibility to prevent more catastrophic loss of life. There were no easy
answers, and whatever your views are on EIT's our nation and in particular this agency did a lot of things right
during this difficult time to keep this country strong and secure.
 
13:53:10 The same year the techniques were banned by the president, the Senate Select Committee on
Intelligence initiated an in depth review of the detention and interrogation program. The CIA's implementation
of the program is a legitimate oversight issue, and we gave the committee our full support, providing an
unprecedented amount of sensitive CIA documents to the committee, and devoting considerable resources to
help it with its review.
 
13:53:43 Our hope was that it would offer an impartial and authoritative assessment of the program, help us
learn from our mistakes, and inform how we conduct sensitive activities in the future. Unfortunately the
committee could not agree on a bipartisan way forward, and no CIA personnel were interviewed by the
committee during the course of this investigation. 
 
13:55:02               Vice Chairman Chambliss joined by five other Senators also released the minority views



13:55:02               Vice Chairman Chambliss joined by five other Senators also released the minority views.
The authors clearly worked very hard to produce a report of this magnitude. Over several years they sorted
through over a million documents provided by the CIA and their commitment to the task is obvious. Although
we view the process undertaken by the committee, when investigating the program as flawed, many aspects
of their conclusions are sounds and consistent with our own prior findings.
 
13:55:36               Over the years, internal agency reviews including numeral investigations by the office of the
inspector general found fault in CIA's running of the program. We have acknowledged many of these
mistakes in our response to the study last year, and I will touch on some of them today acknowledging our
mistakes and absorbing the lessons of the past. It is fundamental to our ability to succeed in our mission as
one of the great strengths of our organization.
 
13:56:06               Even today, we know there are further organizational improvements to be made as a result
of our review of the study and we are pursuing them. As I have already noted, the CIA was unprepared to
conduct a detention and interrogation program and our officers inadequately developed and monitored its
initial activities.   The agency failed to establish quickly operational guidelines needed to govern the entire
effort. In a limited number of cases, agency officers used interrogation techniques that had not been
authorized, were abhorrent and rightly should be repudiated  by all. And we fell short when it came to holding
some officers accountable for their mistakes.
 
13:56:53               It is vitally important to recognize however, that the overwhelming majority of officers
involved in the program at the CIA carried out the responsibilities faithfully and in accordance with the legal
and policy guidance they were provided. They did what they were asked to do in the service of our nation. In
fact, some of these officers raised questions and concerns with the program and with its implementation,
which is crucial to ensuring that the system works as it should and that we are able to adjust as needed.
 
13:57:26               But, CIA officers actions that did comport with the law and policy should neither be critized
nor conflated with the actions of the few who did not follow the guidance issued. At the same time, none of
these lapses should be excused, downplayed or denied. In some instances, we simply failed to live up to the
standards that we set for ourselves and that the American people expect of us. TO address the concerns
identified, the CIA has implemented a number of reforms in  an effort to make sure those mistakes never
happen again.
 
13:58:06               For example, as a result of our investigations and our review of the committee's report, CIA
has taken steps to broaden the scope of our accountability reviews, strengthen the planning, management,
oversight and evaluation of our covert action programs.  Systematically reexamine the legal opinions
underlying our sensitive programs and improve our record-keeping for interactions with the Congress.
 
13:58:31               We are also carefully observing the new statutory requirement to provide our oversight
committees with notice of any significant legal interpretation of the Constitution or other US law affecting
intelligence activities conducted by the CIA. As to the issues on which we part ways with the committee, I
have already stated that our reviews indicate that the detention and interrogation program produced useful
intelligence that helped the United States thwart attack plans, capture terrorists and save lives. But let me be
clearâ€¦
 
13:59:07               We have not concluded that it was the use of EITs within that program that allowed us to
obtain useful information from detainees subjected to them. The cause and effect relationship between the
use of EITs and  useful information subsequently provided by the  detainee is, in my view, unknowable.
Irrespective of the role the EITs might play in a detainee's provision of useful information, I believe effective,
non-coercive methods are available to illicit such information.
 
13:59:45               Methods that do not have a counter-productive impact on our national security and on our
international standing. It is for these reasons that I fully support the President's decision to prohibit the use of
EITs. Another key point with which we take issue is the study's characterization of how CIA brief the program
to the Congress, the media and within the executive branch including at the White House.
 
14:00:12               The record simply does not support the inference that the agency repeatedly, systematically
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and intentionally misled others on the effectiveness of the program.  To be clear, there were instances where
representations that the program, about the program that were used or approved by agency officers were
inaccurate, imprecise or fell short of our tradecraft standards. We have acknowledged such mistakes and I
have been firm in declaring that they were unacceptable for an agency        whose reputation and value to the
policy maker rests on the precision of the language it uses every day in intelligence reporting analysis.
 
14:00:54               Primarily, however, the study's contention that we repeatedly and intentionally misled the
public and the rest of the US Government rests on the committee's view that detainees subjected to EITs did
not produce useful intelligence. A point on which we still fundamentally disagree.  Now there should be
sufficient trust and credibility between our institutions, enabling us to disagree at times, but also to come
together and listen to each other's perspectives.
 
14:01:25               Our partnership with Congress is crucial, in my view, there is no more oversight relationship
than the CIA relationship with its intelligence committees, particularly because we do much of our work in
secret, the Congress serves  as a critical check on our activities, closely monitoring the agency's reporting
and programs when the public cannot. One of the most frustrating aspects of the study is that it conveys a
broader view of the CIA and its officers as untrustworthy, that the institution and the workforce are willing to
forego their integrity in order to preserve the program they were invested in and supposedly believed to be
right.
 
14:02:08               This in no way comports with my experience in the CIA. While the agency has a traditional
bias for action, a determined focus on achieving our mission, we take exceptional pride in providing truth to
power. Whether that power likes or agrees with what we believe and what we say or not, and regardless of
whether that power is affiliated with any particular political party, and as long as I am director, I will continue to
defend and fight for these ideals as CIA's legitimacy is closely tied to its credibility and we can afford to lose
neither.
 
14:02:50               We know we have room to improve and I am committed to addressing the issues identified
by the committee that remain a concern. In light of the fact that these techniques were abandoned seven
years ago, however, my fervent hope is that we can put aside this debate and move forward to focus on
issues that are relevant to our current national security challenges. In doing so, this agency will only grow
stronger and it is my hope that we can do so under the oversight of the committee, in a collaborative and
constructive manner that the American people expect of us.
 
14:03:25               I pledge to do my part to facilitate such relationship as we move forward to address the
many national security issues we face. I first joined CIA in 1980. Over the course of my career, I have come to
experience and appreciate the CIA's many national security accomplishments. Most CIA's successes will
never be known as we are an intelligence service that carries out its mission without fanfare and without
seeking praise. And I have come to admire greatly the women and men who come from all over the United
States to make up the CIA's work force. They are the best and brightest our nation has to offer.
 
14:04:08               Over the last several days, we here at CIA have been touched by the outpouring of support,
conference and pride our colleagues and government have expressed both publicly and privately regarding
the work of this agency. These expressions of kindness and support have truly been inspiring. As the
President said in his own statement, "as Americans we owe a profound debt of gratitude to our fellow citizens
who serve to keep us safe." The solemn rows of stars on the memorial wall at the CIA honor those who have
given their lives to protect ours. Our intelligence professionals are patriots, and we are safer because of their
heroic service and sacrifices. These stars are a testament to our history and our spirit and a consistent
reminder of the women and men who make sacrifices daily so they can help keep their fellow Americans safe
and their country strong. And now I'll be glad to address any questions you have.
 
(14:05:22) REPORTER: Shivan Gorman of the WSJ. Two part question. The first is did you support the public
release of this Senate report? And the second is, just if you can clarify your stance on the EITs a little bit. If I
recall, the agency's argument for their use was that they were necessary to obtain information that couldn't
have been obtained another way that would save lives. And I'm wondering if that's something you agree with
that that's what they did, what they were for.
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(14:05:57) BRENNAN: Well, first of all Shivan, thank you for your service and for the state as you head off to
do something else. I made my views known about this report, its content as well as its disposition throughout
the course of this process. And I participated in discussions that were held on it. And as you can well imagine,
the counsel that I give to the DNI, the White House, it's something I take very seriously. But also it is
something I keep to myself.
 
(14:06:32) So they knew my views. I continue to express them.
 
REPORTER: You can't share them with us in the interest of transparency?
 
BRENNAN: I think there's more than enough transparency that has happened over the last couple days. I
think its over the top. As far as EITs, I think there is, as I said in my remarks, there is no way if some to know
whether or not some information that was obtained from an individual who had been subjected at some point
during his confinement, could have been obtained through other means. It's a noble fact.
 
(14:07:10) So what I think the agency's point has been consistently, and certainly in my view is after having
reviewed the documents, is that there was useful intelligence, very useful, valuable intelligence that had been
obtained from individuals who had been at some point subjected to EITs. Whether that could have been
obtained without the use of those EITs is something, again, that is unknowable.
 
(14:07:33) Again, I think as others have said with recently with the President, missed the point that what going
forward what we want to do is to make sure that we're able to do what is necessary to protect this country.
And we have a very robust counter terrorism program under way right now. Working with our partners abroad
to make sure we're able to obtain this information from individuals who are captured and we are able to gain
some access to. Thank you.
 
(14:08:07) REPORTER: Ken Delaney from AP. Director Brennan, do you agree with President Obama's
statement that the CIA, in common parlance, tortured detainees. And then secondly, Senator Udall gave an
impassioned speech on the Senate floor yesterday about something about the Panetta review which he called
the 'smoking gun' that he has proves the CIA is continuing to lie about this program. And he says it's a
document prepared by CIA insiders. I know you disagree with this characterization, but why not release the
Panetta Reviews so we can all be the judge of that?
 
(14:08:39) BRENNAN: First of all, I certainly agree that there were times when CIA officers exceeded the
policy guidance that was given and the authorized techniques that were approved and determined to be
lawful. They went outside of the balance in terms of their actions that is part of that interrogation process.
 
 
BRENNAN:  First of all, I certainly agree that there were times when CIA officers exceeded the policy
guidance that was given and the authorized techniques that were approved and determined to be lawful. They
went outside of the bounds and terms of their actions that -- as part of that interrogation process.  And they
were harsh.  As I said, in some instances, I considered them abhorrent, and I will leave to others how they
might want to label those activities.
 
But for me, it was something that is certainly regrettable, but we are not a perfect institution.  We're made up
of individuals, and as human beings, we are imperfect beings.  But as I think we have acknowledged over the
years, we have brought those mistakes, shortcomings, and excesses to the attention of the appropriate
authorities whether it be to our inspector general, the Department of Justice and others.  As you well know,
the Department of Justice looked at this for many years and decided that there was no prosecutable crimes
there.
 
14:09:49
 
As far as the so-called Panetta Review, I believe this is in reference to an internal document created here at
the agency when in the interests of trying to fulfill our responsibility to the Oversight Committee, Leon Panetta
had authorized the release of, as I mentioned, over 1 million documents to the committee, and so he also
asked at that time that there be an inventory pulled together of exactly what documents were provided.
 



 
This was an internal document that was never completed, and it's one that I believe is a internal deliberative
document, and therefore something that was not subject to the committee's oversight.  In addition, it was
outside of the scope of the period of time that was covered by the agreement that was worked between
Senator Feinstein and Leon Panetta about the documents that would be provided to the committee.  It was
subsequent to that.
 
14:10:53
 
QUESTION:  (OFF-MIKE)  Mark Chesidall (ph) from Reuters.
 
You say on the first page of your statement that you were deputy executive director of the agency on 9/11. 
Tell us a bit about your involvement in that role and perhaps subsequent roles in this program. I mean, as
deputy executive director, presumably you had some relevant managing arranging parts of the program. 
What did you actually do in relation to this program, and did you ever at any point express reservations about
the way it was being carried out while it was going on?
 
14:11:30
 
BRENNAN:  As deputy executive director, I was the equivalent of the deputy chief operating officer, who had
the responsibility to make sure that all the different support systems and services here at the agency were
providing the support to the mission elements, and so after 9/11, I worked with others to make sure that our
officers, whether they be overseas or here, had what they needed to get their job done.
 
In that position, I was aware of the detention and interrogation program.  I had some visibility into some of the
activities that were there.  I was not in the chain of command. I did not have authority over the implementation
of that program, or the management oversight of it.
 
14:12:08
 
QUESTION:  Thanks for doing this.
 
Tom Bowman with NPR.
 
I wonder if you could clarify something.  You say here that we have not concluded that there was use of EITs
within the program that allowed us to obtain useful information from detainees subjected to them.
 
And then you say in the following page, ``the committee's view that detainees subjected to EITs did not
produce useful intelligence, a point on which we disagree.''
 
So, which is it?  Did the EITs lead to useful intelligence, or did they not?  Or do you just -- you said it's
unknowable. Which is it?
 
14:12:44
 
BRENNAN:  What I said was that detainees who were subjected to EITs at some point during the confinement
subsequently provided information that our experts found to be useful and valuable in our counter-terrorism
efforts.  And the cause and effect relationship between the application of those EITs and the ultimate
provision of information is unknown and unknowable.
 
But for someone to say that there was no intelligence of value of use that came from those detainees once
they were subjected to EITs, I think that is -- lacks any foundation at all.
 
QUESTION:  (OFF-MIKE)
 
14:13:31
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QUESTION:  Let me follow up on that, what seems to be a -- an inherent conflict.  The agency's position and
its defenders has been that in particular, one of its signal successes, the takedown of Osama bin Laden could
be attributed to the use of what the president and others have called torture, what you prefer to call enhanced
interrogation techniques.
 
Do you think the bin Laden case can be attributed in some part to enhanced interrogation techniques or
torture?
 
And you've acknowledged in your own experience that what the president described as difficulties in
relationships allies has resulted from this chapter in American history.  Can you expand on that how you have
experienced difficulties as a result of what has been disclosed?
 
14:14:36
 
And finally, if there is some unknowable value to these techniques, to waterboarding, near drowning,
slamming people against the wall, hanging them in stress positions, confining them in small boxes or coffins,
threatening them with drills, waving guns around their head as they are blindfolded, what -- or which of these
techniques could be used if, as the director of central intelligence, you and another president or this president
were faced with an imminent threat?
 
Could there be another covert finding and rulings and advice from the attorney general that would lead you
and your successors to say we should do this because there could be some value to prevent an attack on
America?
 
14:15:30
 
BRENNAN:  First question on bin Laden:  it is our considered view that the detainees who were subjected to
enhanced interrogation techniques provided information that was useful and was used in the ultimate
operation to go against bin Laden.
 
Again, intelligence information from the individuals who were subjected to EITs provided information that was
used in that.  Again, I am not going to attribute that to the use of the EITs.  I'm just going to state as a matter
of fact the information that they provided was used.
 
As far as the relationships with others that sometimes are complicated I think we see in the international press
right now there is a lot of scrutiny being paid to what different partners did during that period of time.
 
And I think there's a lot of hyperbole that is now fueling the discussion, the debate and also then is harmful to
continuing our intelligence cooperation, because there is a lot of exaggeration, misrepresentation of the facts
and, therefore, I think certain agendas are being pursued.
 
14:16:51
 
And so I certainly wish that this would not be happening.
 
And then finally as far as what happens if, in the future, there is some type of challenge that we face here, the
Army Field Manual is the established basis to use for interrogations.
 
We, CIA, are not in the detention program.  We are not contemplating at all getting back into the detention
program using any of those EITs.  So I defer to the policymakers in future times when there is going to the
need to be able to ensure that this country stays safe if we face a similar type of crisis.
 
QUESTION:  (INAUDIBLE).
 
STAFF:  Actually, sorry; CNN.
 
 
 



 
QUESTION:  One thing about your answer, sir, was the useful information on bin Laden before the torture or
the waterboarding was used?
 
14:17:52
 
BRENNAN:  There was information obtained subsequent to the application of EITs from detainees that was
useful in the bin Laden operation.
 
STAFF:  CNN.
 
QUESTION:  (INAUDIBLE) right now, your agency -- your agency is involved in overseeing the drone
program in which we know, from the government's own statements, you know, that there have been some
civilians, innocent civilians, killed alongside terrorists.
 
I'm wondering if you feel that there's enough control over those programs and that we're not going to be here
in a few years with another director having to answer these same questions about the loss of trust from the
public, from policymakers.
 
14:18:34
 
BRENNAN:  I'm not going to talk about any type of operational activity that this agency is involved in currently.
I'm just not going to do it.
 
I will tell you, though, that during my tenure at the White House, as the president's assistant for
counterterrorism, that the use of these unmanned aerial vehicles that you refer to as drones in the
counterterrorism effort has done tremendous work to keep this country safe.
 
The ability to use these platforms and advanced technologies, it has advanced the counterterrorism mission
and the U.S. military has done some wonderful things with these platforms.
 
And in terms of precision of effort, accuracy and making sure that this country, this country's military does
everything possible to minimize to the great extent possible the loss of life of noncombatants, I think there's a
lot for this country and this White House and the military to be proud of.
 
14:19:28
 
STAFF:  (INAUDIBLE).
 
QUESTION:  Director Brennan, Katherine Harris, FOX News. Thank you for taking my question.
 
Have you heard from our allies overseas since the report was released, the impact on these relationships,
has it reinforced the view that the United States government cannot keep a secret?
 
What has the impact been on morale here at the agency?
 
And in 2005, interrogation videotapes were destroyed.
 
Was that the right thing to do?
 
14:20:01
 
BRENNAN:  I have spoken to many of my foreign counterparts over the past week to allow them opportunity
to prepare for the release of this document in the event that there was going to be any implications for them
as a result of either information that was contained in this document and then could be correlated with other
information that is out there and which leads the speculation about what their countries, their governments,
their services might have done.
 



 
And so yes, I've spoken to many of them, and there was strong concern.  There are things that we do with our
partner services under our authorities that -- and we have covert action authorities, and covert is something
that they were hoping that was going to remain such.
 
But what I've told them is that it's important for our partnership to move forward and to strengthen in the years
ahead because of the nature of the national security challenges we face, and so I am interested in making
sure that we're able to do that.
 
As far as morale here at the agency, this is a tremendous, tremendous workforce, as I said.
 
I had a session with the agency workforce yesterday, and I talked about the importance of the mission.  And
the CIA's mission is as important today as it was before this report came out, 58and it's going to be even more
important tomorrow.
 
And one of the great things about this workforce is it's able to focus on what it is they're asked to do.  The CIA
officers are operating in some very, very dangerous places and are doing this on behalf of fellow Americans.
 
And so there is some concern and disappointment about what has happened.  There certainly is concern
about the misrepresentations that they think are circulating now out in the public.  But they are determined to
make sure that they're able to do what they need to do.
 
What was the third one?
 
14:21:58
 
QUESTION:  (OFF-MIKE)
 
BRENNAN:  I think that has been looked at quite a bit over the years, and people take actions at the time
when  -- what they believe is the right thing to do.  I'm going to leave it at that.
 
QUESTION:  Martha Raddatz, ABC News.  Thanks for taking the questions today, sir.
 
You say it's unknowable be whether EITs, in fact, led to useful information or it was just detainees who were
subjected to that.
 
Was this a question that was asked at the time?  This went on for five years.  Or were senior officials told you
couldn't get any information except through the EITs that was so valuable?
 
And also, my second question to you, back to thinking about those methods of interrogation that we all read
about in the report.  You say some are abhorrent.
 
Can you tell me when, to you, the officers or interrogators crossed the line?
 
14:23:05
 
BRENNAN:  On your first question, which is a good one. What was the nature of the discussion, and how did
people decide to continue to go forward with these EITs?  Do they feel as though that was the only way that
they were able to obtain information?
 
Those are good questions, and I wish the committee took the opportunity to ask CIA officers involved in the
program at the time, what were you thinking?  What did you consider?  What -- what was the calculus that you
used as far as going forward on it?
 
I think, as you can well understand, everything that CIA officers did and said at the time was not memorialized
in a document.  There were a lot of discussions that were going on, and I know that when I have various
discussions and meetings here, I don't run back and just do a memo for the record.  I'd just be doing nothing



but memos all day.
 
So I think by just a review of the documentary evidence, all the documents that were provided by the agency,
it loses -- you lose the opportunity to really understand what was taking place at the time. It loses that context,
and again, it's lamentable that the committee did not avail itself of the opportunity to be able to interact with
CIA personnel.
 
14:24:21
 
QUESTION:  (OFF-MIKE)
 
BRENNAN:  I -- I look back at the record, and I see that this was a workforce that was trying to do the right
thing.
 
I cannot say with certainty whether or not individuals acted with complete honesty.  When I look at what went
on at the time, there are clearly the questions about why certain techniques were used.
 
And to your question about which of those do I consider beyond that, I think anything that went outside the
bounds of those enhanced interrogation techniques.  This agency went back and forth with Justice, with the
White House to make sure that there was clear understanding of what were going to be the approved
enhanced interrogation techniques and how they should be applied.
 
So we were prepared, and the individuals that were given the responsibility to carry out this work early on
were ones that were trying to do their best, and I think at times came up short.
 
(UNKNOWN):  CBS.
 
14:25:23
 
QUESTION:  Yeah, Mr. Director, Bob Orr from CBS.  Thanks for taking the question.
 
You talked about your work force.  You have men and women in the field now confronting threats in a number
of places, and you're asking them to do difficult things.  What have you told them about how you will cover
their back in the event that down the road, another committee looks at their actions today and judges them out
of bounds? And do you think, moreover, you have the full support of your work force?
 
BRENNAN:  So this work force continues to be focused on mission, and I think the leadership team here has
gotten together and has engaged with the work force to make sure that they feel genuinely that they have the
support of their leadership as well as their government. And I am determined to make sure that I continue to
give them the support they need, that they deserve.
 
14:26:14
 
So this is going to be a chapter in our history.  It's one they're going to work through, and I am determined to
make sure that as we go forward with the committee that there is a better understanding on what exactly it is
that we do.  I think we keep the committee very fully informed about our activities right now.
 
And one of the things I want to make sure is that on the sensitive programs that we're involved in, that it's not
just CIA's leadership that has their back.  It's the policy makers that approve these sensitive programs.  It is
the committees that oversee them and are briefed on them. And that's -- that's why we're -- we're determined
to make sure that they have the visibility that they need so that our officers can feel that they're going to have
the support in the future, irrespective of changes that might take place in the Congress or in the White House.
 
(UNKNOWN):  (OFF-MIKE)
 
14:27:03
 



 
QUESTION:  Mr. Director, thank you.  Jonathan Landay with McClatchy.
 
The report said it found evidence that suggested that waterboarding was used on more than the three
individuals that the agency has identified as undergoing waterboarding.  Can you categorically say that those
were the only three people who were waterboarded?  Or is it possible that more were?  Thank you.
 
BRENNAN:  One of the things I've learned in life, I guess, is to avoid being categorical.  What I will say based
on everything that I've seen, what I've read, it indicates that there were three individuals that were subjected
to that.  And I can only tell you what I am aware of, what I have read, and the data I have observed.  And so, I
will stand by that at this time.  Let's do just a couple more.
 
(UNKNOWN):  All right.  What's the last question?  Sir, go ahead.
 
QUESTION:  Dan De Luce, Agence France-Presse.
 
14:28:08
 
Just wanted to ask first, then, if the agency has changed its view of the efficacy of torture or EITs.  Because in
1989, apparently there was a report or correspondence with Congress that indicated that the agency believed
those techniques were not effective.
 
And then also, your own wording, I was interested if you still stood by what you said in 2009.  You said that
these techniques are a recruitment bonanza for terrorists and increase the determination of our enemies and
decrease the willingness of other nations to cooperate with us.  In short, they undermine our national
security.  Would you -- would you maybe have a different view now?
 
14:28:55
 
BRENNAN:  I stand by my comments from previously.  When I was at the White House, I spoke out on these
issues.  And it was at the time when these techniques were banned, and it was a time when there was a fair
amount of propaganda as well as anti-U.S. sentiment related to Guantanamo as well as other issues.
 
And so, these are -- are things that I think we as -- as professionals in the national security environment tried
to take into account.  And so this is a feature I think of our past, and one that we have to come to terms with
and deal with.  And this agency is determined to move forward.  The first part of the question.
 
QUESTION:  (OFF-MIKE) with Congress in (OFF-MIKE).
 
14:29:47
 
BRENNAN:  Oh, yes.  You know, that's -- that's the one thing about, and whether it's the intelligence
business, national security or something, you can always find something that you can pull out and say, the
agency said this or judged this or this was a conclusion at that time.  And now it's gonna be different.
 
A lot of times there are differences are views. It was one of the things that the WMD Commission encouraged
there to be, a diversity of views within the intelligence community so there wouldn't be single group think.
 
And so there have been a lot of studies done over the years about the value of different types of interrogation
methods and whether or not coercive methods can lead to useful information that couldn't otherwise obtained.
 
I tend to believe that the use of coercive methods has a strong prospect for resulting in false information
because if somebody is being subjected to a course of techniques, they say something to have those
techniques stopped.
 
And I think this agency has said that individuals who are subjected to those techniques here provided useful
information as well as false information.  And as our experts tried to pore through a lot of data and
information, that job is made more challenging if you get more false information.



  j     g g  y  g    
 
Thank you.
 
STAFF:  Thank you (INAUDIBLE).
 

Joan McNaughton
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From: Bill Harlow c rc ewm@gma .com
Subject: SSCI Report

Date: December 9, 2014 at 8:37 AM
To: B  Har ow bhc @cox.net

As you know the SSCI report has just been released.

An oped has just been posted on the Wall Street Journal website from three
former CIA Directors and Deputy Directors which lays out at length the views
of many CIA alumni.  We invite it to your attention.

http://www.wsj.com/articles/cia-interrogations-saved-lives-1418142644

A website has been created at www.ciasavedlives.com which contains
statements, documents and resource materials.  Included in link from the
timeline and elsewhere are documents (some of which are being released for
the first time.)

The website is a work in progress...more will be added.

Bill Harlow


